INTRODUCTION
Interpretation of complex pattern and information gathering become difficult when data sets become large and complex. We require new ways/techniques to display, analyze, filter and interpret the information contained in it. As data sets become huge and complex, new problems comes. Cluttering (too much data at once tends to confuse viewers) is most fundamental problem of visualization techniques. Cluttering becomes more prominent problem in case of parallel coordinates (See Fig.1 ). Since clutter hides important data/pattern. It is necessary to reduce the clutters. Hence it can unhide the new trends and patterns from same data sets. Clutter is the state in which excess items, or their representation lead to a degradation of performance of some task. According to Ruth Rosenholtz as data size increases visual clutter increases rapidly (as shown in Fig.1 ). Taxonomy of clutter reduction techniques has been proposed by Geoffrey Ellis and Alan Dix [1] . Rectangles are used to illustrate the visual cluttering [2] .
They Analyses a large number of clutter reduction methods, classifying them both in terms of how they deal with clutter reduction and more importantly, in terms of the benefits and losses Sampling, Clustering, dimensional reordering are the popular clutter reduction techniques. In parallel coordinate visualization clutter appears due to outlier and crossing of edges. Grouping of similar object reduces the crossing of edges hence clustering reduces both problem associated with parallel coordinates up to some extend. Patterns can classify based on slope and such pattern based clustering can significantly reduces the crossing of edges and handle the outlier problem effectively (shown in Fig. 2 ). These patterns are depend on size and scale of axes (shown in Fig. 8 ) and more greatly depend upon the ordering of axis. Rearrangement of axis produces different sets (number of pattern also changes in each set) of patterns for same dataset. For same dataset some order of axis provides maximum number of patterns. Similarly some another order of axis provides minimum number of patterns. This may lead to find the maximum available patterns in any dataset. It can extend to find specific pattern in dataset. This type of clustering technique may provide a mechanism to reduce clutter as well as outlier problem.
RELATED WORK
Basic purpose of clustering is to group the similar data element in one cluster [3, 4] . Geoffrey Ellis and Alan Dix also proposed a metrics for clutter measurement [5] . Proposed techniques used with random sampling and compute cluttering in specified circular area (Lens area). Since cluttering may be spread in Displaying properties and structure of subset in parallel coordinates is done by Andrienko and Andrienko using striped envelopes and ellipse plots methods [6] . Both of these methods are based on dividing the value range of each axis into equal frequency intervals. Since striped envelops and ellipse plots methods convey information about each variable independently of each other. It is difficult to find the relationship between two adjacent dimensions. Similar kind of approach is presented by Novotny [7] . Novotny has represented each cluster as envelop or polygon. In his work, he uses different striped textures to represent the clusters. This kind of approach provides the detail structure of clusters but does not provide the relevant aspect of the structure within the cluster. All the above mentioned methods are also suffers from visual cluttering. Miller and Wegman suggested line density plots to overcome the problem [8] . Where Wegman and Luo proposed density plots [9] . It provides a visual search in parallel coordinate using rendering of each line with a user defined transparency value. Rodriques et al. analyses the cluttered parallel coordinates using frequency plots and highlighted highly populated region [10] . Feature animation technique makes it possible to visually represent statistical information about clusters and thus guides the user, making the analysis process more efficient. A comprehensive review of data clustering algorithms is given by A.K. Jain and F. Murtagh focusing on massive dataset [11, 12] . These do not deal directly with display clutter but they provide a means of preprocessing the data into a more manageable set. Hong Zhou presents a framework to reduce edge clutter, consequently improving the effectiveness of visual clustering [13] . Previous work on reducing clutter in parallel coordinates has applied methods such as sampling, reordering, clustering, attribute combination and transparency. Dimensional reordering is used by Peng et al [14] to minimize the impact from outliers. They define outlier in terms of closeness of line. They also define clutter in terms of outlier. Hierarchical clustering [15, 16] 
PROPOSED METHOD

Pattern based Clustering:
Clustering algorithm groups" objects or dataset based on similarity between pairs of objects [3] .
Let E be a set of K N-dimensional dataset, i.e. E = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ,…………,e k }, Where e k is an N-vector data element. e i = {x i1 , x i2 , x i3 ,…,x iN} for i ≤ k;
E is divided into m subsets {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ,…………,P M } Satisfying the following two criteria:
Here, D denotes the distance between q i and q f , where q i and q f denote initial and final data points respectively. For Euclidean distance value of p is 2. Classify the dataset based on slope of poli-line as shown in Fig.  2 . Slope is divided into three categories (g=3) according to the following simple rule: a) If slope is negative then the category is A b) If slope is 0 then the category is B c) If slope is positive then the category is C Initially, slope is divided in to three basic categories. Further, it can be sub-divided into more categories. Based on the above mentioned criterion data can be classified and patterns can be prepared as shown in Fig. 3 . Data sets which have same pattern will belong to the same cluster. Hence S = P and P = g m-1
(3) Here, g is total number of category, m is number of data dimension, S is total number of clusters, and P is maximum number of patterns. For m=5 and g=3 maximum number of patterns will be 81. Fig. 3 shows some of the patterns.
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Pattern maximization:
Numbers of patterns depend upon order of axis. Changing the order of axis create different set of patterns. So what could be the best arrangement of axis that provides the maximum or minimum no. of patterns? Empirical study shows that if distribution of slope (a, b or c) in a column is almost equal (as shown in example) then it leads to sequence that having minimum no. of patterns and if distribution is odd then this sequence leads to maximum no. of patterns. Hence axis ordering according to slope distribution provides higher no. of patterns.
Approach:
First generate a table (called difference table) that will store n*(n-1)/2 column (as shown in example) and frequency of each slope (a, b or c). Using above criteria arrange the axis from most equal distribution to least equal distribution. This kind of arrangement will give min. no. of pattern to max. no. of pattern available in any dataset. Using branchand-bound algorithm finds the optimal order of axes (Approach is illustrated through Fig. 4) . 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach through the experiments on several dataset.
Synthetic Dataset:
First we examined the effectiveness of our proposed method on some synthesized dataset with simple patterns. Synthesized database consists of four dimensions and ten data values. Data values are chosen so that, for specific arrangement of axes (D1, D2, D3, D4 having one pattern) it provides minimum no. of patterns and for another arrangement of axes ((D1, D3, D4, D2 having eight patterns) it provides maximum no. of patterns. After performing the exercise it is verified that both the sequences of axes. Also find some additional sequence order of axes, which have eight numbers of patterns (dataset illustrated in Fig. 5 ). Above experiment demonstrate clearly that approach identifies the maximum or minimum distinct patterns available in database. One advantage of minimum patterns is that it demonstrate minimum clutter (illustrating in Fig. 6 ) while second picture demonstrate distinct patterns. This kind of clustering scheme can effectively reduce visual clutter and enhance patterns. To verify this approach it requires testing on various dataset. Hence this approach is tested with more sophisticated multivariate dataset. 
Dataset Selection criteria:
To test these approach three categories of dataset selected, one small size with less no. of attributes (Iris). Second have higher no. of attributes (Wine) and third have large no. of values (Out5D). Detail of each dataset given in table 1. 
Out5D Dataset
The out5d consist of 16384 values and five attributes (spot, magnetics, and three radiometrics channels -potassium, thorium, and uranium) of remote sensed data. Parallel Coordinate"s matrix view that shows all available patterns of specific combinations of axes left top of the display with both axes pointing in the same direction (Fig. 7) . List of available patterns are shown in list box available at right side of display. In our prototype implementation, the user can construct the parallel coordinates display by selecting any axis order from its choice. User can select dataset interface produces difference table, frequency table and generate sequences of axes that provide the maximum and minimum patterns as shown in the Fig. 7 . In our experiment tested this approach with synthetic dataset and then with standard and small size dataset (Iris) and finally experiment with dataset having higher dimensions (Wine) and have large range of values (Out5D).
Comparative study is shown in table 1. 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
Patterns are greatly depends upon presentation of data, like data range are equally distributed over axes or not. Display of data values on same scale highlight fewer patterns then display of data values on unequal scale (As shown in Fig. 8 ). Patterns are depends upon the sequence of axis. There are some sequences of axes that provide maximum or minimum number of patterns available in dataset. Sequence that produce maximum patterns indicates level of variations among data. It is useful when user is interested in finding a specific pattern that is available or not. That could be an interaction technique. In future enhancement, this method may be extends as interaction method for parallel coordinates technique. Also this method may lead to explore the hidden patterns in dataset hence it could be useful for data mining. This method may be extend as interaction method for other visualization techniques. The sequence that produces minimum patterns indicates similarity between data. It visualizes data with less clutters hence it enhances the readability and understandability. Finally it provide enhancement for better understanding of data for analysis. In future enhancements it could be useful for clustering and finding level of similarity among data. It may be extend as clutter reduction for parallel coordinate as well as other visualization techniques. 
